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This system is used for low to medium-duty industrial 
fl ooring, with the emphasis on functionality. 
Consequently the fl ooring system, which is just 1 to 
1.5 mm thick, is used predominantly for electrical 
rooms, cellars or storage areas. It is available in a wide 
range of colours and a quartz sand topping lends it a 
non-slip fi nish.

WestWood now offers a new and innovative solution for indoor 
projects where time is the critical factor.

By opting for the fi rst rapid-curing, odourless liquid fl ooring 
that is part of the new Wecryl SF SmellFree generation, you 
can install a durable system in just a few hours – without any 
unpleasant odours. Different system build-ups or versions are 
available to suit specifi c performance ratings.

If a heavier-duty fl ooring system is required together 
with superior non-slip properties, then the thick-layer 
system with a high-grade self-levelling layer is the 
obvious choice. It has an overall height of 4 to 5 mm 
and is used mainly for entrance areas, on industrial 
fl oors, ramps and footbridges. This system is also 
available in a wide range of colours.

Economical and versatile High-performance and durable

Wecryl Sf – thin-layer system Wecryl Sf – non-slip thick-layer system

Substrate
1   e.g. Concrete, mechanically

pre- treated
Primer layer   
2 Wecryl 180 SF
3 Channel
Self-levelling layer  
4  Wecryl 380 SF 

or alternatively  
a) Wecryl 333 SF + Wecryl 223
5 Quartz Sand 0.7 -1.2 mm
Wearing layer 
6 Wecryl 480 SF

Substrate
1   e.g. Concrete, mechanically

pre- treated
Primer layer  
2 Wecryl 180 SF  
3 Quartz sand 0.2 - 0.6 mm 
4 Channel
Wearing layer 
5  Wecryl 480 SF

optional:
6  Weplus Chips 

optional: 
7 Wecryl 480 SF, transparent

pre- treated
Primer layer 
2 Wecryl 180 SF  
3 Quartz sand 0.2 - 0.6 mm 
4 Channel
Wearing layer 
5  Wecryl 480 SF

optional:
6  Weplus Chips

optional: 
7 Wecryl 480 SF, transparent

pre- treated
Primer layer   
2 Wecryl 180 SF
3 Channel
Self-levelling layer 
4  Wecryl 380 SF 

or alternatively  
a) Wecryl 333 SF + Wecryl 223
5 Quartz Sand 0.7 -1.2 mm
Wearing layer 
6 Wecryl 480 SF
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Wecryl Sf
The pressure of time should not be a constraint if you want to 
let your imagination run wild. Experience a completely new 
level of creative freedom.

Options that were only available for outdoor areas, such as 
balconies and terraces, are now feasible for interiors as well 
– and without unpleasant odours. With Wecryl SF and proper 
craftsmanship it takes just a few hours to give colour and 
shape to your individual preferences.  

With the fi rst rapid-curing, odourless liquid fl ooring that is part 
of the new SmellFree generation: Wecryl SF

Substrate
1 e.g. Concrete
Primer layer 
2 Wecryl 180 SF
3 Channel
Self-levelling layer 
4 Wecryl 480 SF + Weplus Chips
5  Wecryl 380 SF 

or alternatively  
a) Wecryl 333 SF + Wecryl 223 
6 Weplus Chips
Wearing layer 
7  Wecryl 480 SF, transparent 

or alternatively  
a) Wecryl 480 SF + Weplus Anti-slip

Substrate
1 e.g. Concrete
Primer layer 
2 Wecryl 180 SF
3 Channel
Self-levelling layer 
4  Wecryl 380 SF

or alternatively  
a) Wecryl 333 SF + Wecryl 223
Wearing layer 
5  Wecryl 480 SF 

or alternatively  
a)  Wecryl 480 SF + 

Weplus Anti-slip

Wherever fi rst impressions count – without compro-
mising performance – this fl ooring system fulfi ls the 
most stringent requirements in terms of aesthetics and 
quality, e.g. in offi ces and common rooms as well as 
showrooms.  Its key features are durability, ruggedness 
and individual design options. Sealing the fl oor with 
Weplus Anti-slip gives it a slightly non-slip fi nish.

A very popular design option for the smooth thick-layer 
system, which is particularly suitable for offi ces and 
common rooms as well as showrooms, is to apply deco-
rative chips as a topping in conjunction with a transpa-
rent sealer. This fi nish makes the fl oor look attractive 
at all times, even when it is subjected to heavy use.
Weplus Anti-slip can be applied to achieve a slightly 
non-slip fi nish for this easy-care and rugged system.

Individual and durable Attractive and easy to clean

Wecryl Sf – smooth thick-layer system Wecryl Sf – smooth thick-layer system with decorative chips

Primer layer 
2 Wecryl 180 SF
3 Channel
Self-levelling layer
4  Wecryl 380 SF

or alternatively  
a) Wecryl 333 SF + Wecryl 223
Wearing layer
5  Wecryl 480 SF 

or alternatively  
a)  Wecryl 480 SF + 

Weplus Anti-slip

Primer layer 
2 Wecryl 180 SF
3 Channel
Self-levelling layer
4 Wecryl 480 SF + Weplus Chips
5  Wecryl 380 SF 

or alternatively  
a) Wecryl 333 SF + Wecryl 223 
6 Weplus Chips
Wearing layer
7  Wecryl 480 SF, transparent 

or alternatively  
a) Wecryl 480 SF + Weplus Anti-slip
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It usually takes just one day of disruption to 
apply this flooring system. The substrate can be 
prepared, primed, coated and sealed in this time. 
The interval between the individual operations  
is just 30 to 60 minutes. Depending on the size  
of the room, it will be fully operational by the  
evening, or at the latest by the following mor-
ning. By adopting this speedy process and  
working in sections any disruption is kept to  
a minimum. You will hardly be aware of the  
refurbishment being carried out.

If closing down operations is out of the question, then it is now 
possible to refurbish floors with minimum disruption – while 
business carries on as normal.

Why wait any longer? – Wecryl SF is fully functional after just 
5 hours! Why close off the entire area? – Wecryl SF can be ap-
plied one room at a time! This way the flooring can be installed 
efficiently and gradually to suit your particular requirements.
With the first rapid-curing, odourless liquid flooring that is part 
of the new SmellFree generation: Wecryl SF



EDUCATIONAL BUILDINGS
_________________________

OFFICE BUILDINGS
__________________

HEALTHCARE BUILDINGS
_________________________

INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
________________________

AreAS of  
APPliCATion
For all those who don’t want to wait any longer. – You are no 
doubt familiar with rapid-curing PMMA resins that have proved 
successful in outdoor applications (balconies, car parks, roof-
ing). WestWood has now created rapid-curing liquid flooring 
systems that are fit to be seen indoors as well. Odourless!

You can take full advantage of the benefits of PMMA speed  
for your next project. Our technical advisers will be pleased  
to discuss the details with you.

Wecryl SF systems  
are now available for these four areas of application:

westwood.eu altglobal.com  westwood.de  
westwood.ag westwood.at westwood.eu/it smell-free.com


